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Related-to
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Description
When trying to log in using the top bar "Log in" module user gets CSRF error and is not logged in. Reproducible on tiki.org and dev.tiki.org. Not reproduced on doc.tiki.org. I feel it has something to do with the buggy cookie consent feature.

It does not happen when loggin in using the dev.tiki.org/login URL directly (instead of the top bar module).

You need to open new incognito window in Chrome/Firefox to "start fresh" and reproduce the issue.
Steps to reproduce in the attached screencast video.
https://dev.tiki.org/tiki-download_item_attachment.php?attId=514&display

Workaround
Do not use the login module but a direct link to tiki-login.php

Importance
10 high

Easy to solve?
4

Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug
This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

Mike Finko 02 Mar 19 10:03 GMT-0000
I get this all the time also. The topbar login seems to work correctly (no CSRF warming) from the second login during a session, which from a non-technical background would seem to support Luci's belief the issue is with the cookie consent feature.

Xavier de Pedro 21 Jul 19 17:20 GMT-0000
Also happening nowadays without the login box module from the top bar, but just a link to the ((login) page.
I reported it here:
https://dev.tiki.org/item7133-CSRF-False-positives

(maybe duplicate, but I couldn't find yours by the time of the report. Some systems - issue report system in github.com - self search for similar issue names when you write - to let you review already reported issues to see whether your's would be a duplicate, etc)
Oups, invalid comment: "(maybe duplicate, but I couldn't find yours by the time of the report. Some systems - issue report system in github.com - self search for similar issue names when you write - to let you review already reported issues to see whether your's would be a duplicate, etc)"

This also works in both the "file a bug" and "make a wish" forms (wiki pages).
I don't know why I didn't find out that this issue was reported already. Shall I close the other one as duplicated?

I ended up reproducing this bug locally and found that it was an Intertiki issue. Lindon has said he is on it and will have it fixed shortly.

I have intertiki running locally but have not been able to recreate this issue. I'm have cookie consent enabled, using private windows, logging into a slave with the login module in the topbar, etc. I can't tell what I'm doing differently as there is obviously an issue on the dev site. Any way to create a show instance of the local intertiki setup?
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